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understand and they seem contradictory to us, God is one God. Theye is anyone

only one ga God. And yet God is three persons. You and I can't be three different

persons, and at the same time only one. (But I don't think that one and three

is the same kind of one and three, like a hold one and three matches; it is one

and three in a more subtle --I agree it's both one and three in some manner,

...I don't agree that one can ever be three. I have one marble and three marbles

and say that here is identical, it's a more subtle that one and three can be

...it doesn't seem to me to be the same contradiction there. It's something

that we don't understand how the responsibility or attributes or the g.dee

godliness, how this is clearly divided,)z It's the same with the person

of Christ. He's fully God. He keeps t matter together . He can hold the

stars in their orbits. All things exists by works of Him. The universe would

go to pieces if t it weren't for Christ. He's the second person of the trii*

trinity, and at the same time He was a baby crying for His milk, a helpless

both are true. He says, Not my will, but thine be done. He was a human

being with weakness of flesh, yet without sin. How can He be both of them.

But they are both taught, and I accept them. ( Yes, I can accept that too,

It doesn't z ) That's a subjective matter, what seems to be the bigger

problem. Well, to me they are both insoluble, both of them. But I will
the day when they seem perfectly simple.

someday see/ehe-e1eay. ?1."yc There are many things that seem perfectly

simple to us today, that in the middle ages would seem absolutely incompre

hensible. You read in the scripture that two men will iw be working in the

field, the one will be taken and the other left. Two men will be ER sleeping

in the same bed, one will be taken tkz and the other left. Well, when will

there be two men in the field working and two men sleeping at the same time.

unless they were sick and then they would hardly be the same thing . They

didn't have artificial axt lights like we have --in that time they couldn't

hardly conceive as such ax thing as artificial lights like we have that makes

you able to work around the clock " And when it is nighti they would be
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